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The Descendants Complete Series (Books 1, 1.5, 2, 3) Class
Ebook Editions Ltd
Two broken hearts. One fake dating agreement. What could
go wrong? Lucie thought she had it all—a loving fianc�, a nice
apartment, and a job she was great at. But that all changed
the day she walked in on her perfect fianc� screwing his
personal trainer on her newly purchased dream sofa. Three
months later, she’s bunking with her best friend and
scrambling to make sense of her life sans cheating ex. Theo
is about to jet off for a long weekend in picturesque Scotland
to be the best man at his brother’s wedding. With stunning
views and nothing but free food and drinking ahead, he should
be more excited than he is. If only he didn’t have feelings for
the damn bride. When fate throws Lucie and Theo together
under unlikely circumstances, they bond over doughnuts and
their mutually disastrous love lives … and it seems like they
might be able to help each other out. As long as they both
stick to the rules, there’s nothing that can go wrong.
Contract in place? Check. Hot, fake dates? Check. Sexual
chemistry steamy enough to scorch sheets? Double che—
Wait, what? That wasn’t in the agreement … A standalone
romcom. Book 2 in the Love For Days series. Please note:
Although this book can be read as a standalone, it is set after
Man Crush Monday (Book 1 in the series) so will contain
spoilers.

Honky Tonk Christmas Claudia Burgoa
The new Ben Hope thriller in the series which has sold millions of
copies around the world
The Great Christmas Knit-Off Simon and Schuster

Learning that Hazel Marie is pregnant with twins and that the father,
private investigator J. D. Pickens, has left town, Miss Julia summons
the wayward man to solve a local theft in the hopes of reuniting the
couple. By the author of Miss Julia Paints the Town.
The Company Daughters Penguin
Emmy Award-winning producer and New York Times bestselling author
Lionel Friedberg has spent 50 years making films as diverse as full-length
theatrical features and television documentaries. After growing up in South
Africa during the troubled era of apartheid he began his career during the
dying days of colonialism in Central Africa. He eventually settled in Los
Angeles where his work took him to the sound stages of Hollywood and to the
most remote regions of the Earth. His career exposed him to the extraordinary
wonders of our planet and brought him into close contact with many
unforgettable personalities from maverick scientists to politicians, entertainers
and people who survived near-death experiences. His observations have
taught him that life is far more complex and infinitely stranger than we can
imagine. When he was struck by an unexpected life-threatening illness his
efforts to find a way to save his life took him back to Africa where he
encountered the age-old rituals and powerful healing methods of African
shamans. Their mysterious ways have much to teach us and are as relevant
today as they were in ancient times.
The Hill of the Ravens Hera books Ltd
Left penniless and shattered by devastating
secrets revealed in the aftermath of her
seemingly successful lawyer husband's sudden
death, Georgia rallies herself to pursue a new
relationship and support her two daughters.
Death Waits in the Dark Becca Jameson Publishing
Jason is a cynical rich playboy. He doesn’t take
life seriously, He doesn’t believe in settling
down. Eileen's thirtieth birthday is almost here.
But as always she's her parent’s afterthought. Her
family is too busy planning a shotgun wedding for
her older sister—and she has to help. It’s just
another year where she’s overlooked. But the best
man is smoking hot and actually notices her and
makes her feel special. Jason doesn’t believe in
commitment, but Eileen intrigues him. She’s not

the kind of girl he usually hooks up with. She
doesn’t even fall for his charm. He’s made it his
task to convince her that he’s not the shallow man
she thinks he is. But can Jason give up his
playboy lifestyle to become what Eileen needs?

The Ungrateful Governess HQN Books
Spanning more than two centuries in
Ireland, Castle on the Rise unites the
legacy of three women who must risk mending
their broken places for life, love, and the
belief that even through the depths of our
pain, a masterpiece of a story can emerge.
When Laine Forrester travels overseas to
attend her best friend’s vineyard wedding,
she expects to find the bride on the brink
of a fairy-tale life. But after a series of
unforeseen setbacks, it seems the storybook
lives they’d imagined are suddenly ripping
apart. With hopes of resurrecting a happy
ending, Laine agrees to accompany the
newlyweds to the groom’s home in
Ireland—never expecting she’d be the one
drawn in by its wide-open moors, backroads
bordering the Irish Sea, and a mysterious
castle that dares to keep its secrets
hidden. From the storied streets of Dublin
to the shores of the Emerald Isle, Laine is
drawn in to the land and its rich history.
The castle ruins whisper stories of Issy—a
photojournalist battling through the 1916
Easter Rising, and Maeve—the castle’s lady
of legend, fighting for survival through
the 1798 rebellion that started it all.
Praise for Castle on the Rise: “Enchanting
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and mesmerizing!” —PATTI CALLAHAN, New York
Times bestselling author of Becoming Mrs.
Lewis “Castle on the Rise perfectly
showcases rising star Kristy Cambron’s
amazing talent! Perfect pacing, lovely
prose, and an intricate plot blend together
in a delightful novel I couldn’t put down.
Highly recommended!” —Colleen Coble, USA
TODAY bestselling author of Secrets at
Cedar Cabin and the Rock Harbor series
“Cambron’s latest is one of her best.
Gripping and epic, this intricately woven
tale of three generations seeking truth and
justice will stay with you long after the
last page.” —Rachel Hauck, New York Times
bestselling author Second in the Lost
Castle series (The Lost Castle, Castle on
the Rise, The Painted Castle) Can be read
as a stand-alone, but best if read in order
Sweet romance set in three time periods:
present day, World War I/Easter Rising, and
late 1700s Full-length novel (over 110,000
words)
Castle on the Rise Fiona Grace
To The Rude Guy in Apartment Five, I’m glad
you’re happy to have moved into a new
apartment, but no: I do not want to have a
beer with you. I do not want to have a nude
sleepover. I do not want to make you
breakfast, lunch or dinner, no matter how
many lap dances you promise to give me. I
do not need you to serenade me through the
walls at 1am. And no, I have no interest in
letting you take me on a date. Sincerely,
Magnolia Allen P.S. And no, I do not want
to know how many accents you can growl in
during intimate moments. How is that even a
thing? P. P. S. Also, you will never find
me standing naked in your living room ever
again, so please stop leaving lingerie
packages on my welcome mat.
The Highlander's Surrender New Word City

"A sweet, sexy read, featuring a couple
that feels both true-to-life and
aspirational.” Kirkus Review, Starred
Review American Angie Donovan has never
wanted much. When you grow up getting
bounced from foster home to foster home,
you learn not to become attached to
anything, anyone, or any place. But it only
took her two days to fall in love with
Australia. With her visa clock ticking,
surely she can fall in love with an
Australian—and get hitched—in two months.
Especially if he’s as hot and funny as her
next-door neighbor... Jace Walters has
never wanted much—except a bathroom he
didn’t have to share. The last cookie all
to himself. And solitude. But when you grow
up in a family of seven, you can kiss those
things goodbye. He’s finally living alone
and working on his syndicated comic strip
in privacy. Sure, his American neighbor is
distractingly sexy and annoyingly nosy, but
she’ll be gone in a few months... Except
now she’s determined to find her perfect
match by checking out every eligible male
in the town, and her choices are even more
distracting. So why does it suddenly feel
like he—and his obnoxious tight-knit
family, and even these two wayward
dogs—could be exactly what she needs? Each
book in the Patterson's Bluff series is
STANDALONE: * The Aussie Next Door * Her
Aussie Holiday
The Undoing Thomas Nelson
Stone Barrington must track down an enemy intent
on disturbing law and order in the latest action-
packed thriller from the #1 New York Times
bestselling author. Upon returning from a
dangerous coastal adventure, Stone Barrington is
looking forward to some normalcy with the leading
lady in his life. But when a grisly crime arrives
on his doorstep, along with some suspicious new
clients eager for his help, Stone realizes peace
and quiet are no longer an option. As it turns

out, the mastermind behind the malfeasance rocking
New York City and the nation's capital wields a
heavy hand of influence. And when Stone is unable
to recruit those closest to the case to his side,
he is left with few leads and a handful of dead-
ends. But with the help of important people in
high places--and the expertise of alluring new
friends--Stone is more than ready to rise to the
occasion.
Then He Happened HQN Books
Here is the dramatic story of Scandinavia - from
its earliest Germanic origins and Viking sea raids
to its battles for independence and its
involvement in World War II. Denmark, Finland,
Norway, and Sweden, writes award-winning historian
Ewan Butler writes, struggled through unions and
separations, with both outsiders and each other,
developing their own personalities and languages
yet retaining their ancient connections.
The Winter Garden Penguin
One cowboy, one bar, one hell of a holiday! Praise
for Carolyn Brown's country music romances: "You
won't want to miss this boot scootin' contemporary
full of sexy cowboys and sassy women."—The Romance
Studio (My Give a Damn's Busted) She means
business... Sharlene Waverly is determined to have
the "new and improved" Honky Tonk up and running
before the holiday. For that, she'll need Holt
Jackson, the best darn carpenter in the state. But
his warm, whisky-colored eyes make her insides
melt, and before she knows it, she's sharing her
darkest secrets and talking about the
nightmares... He's determined to keep things
professional... Holt Jackson needs the job at the
Honky Tonk, but is completely unprepared to handle
the beautiful new bar owner he's working for.
Sharlene and Holt try like crazy to deny the
sparks flying between them, but their love may
just be the best Christmas present either one of
them ever got. Praise for I Love This Bar:
"Heart...sass...a lot of sparks and
romance...country music. What more can I say? I
really had fun with this book."—Red-Headed Book
Child "Guaranteed to leave you countrified and
satisfied!"—Love Romance Passion

Miss Julia Delivers the Goods Central
Avenue Publishing
Come home to 59 Memory Lane with a new
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novel from the top Kindle and USA Today
bestselling author Celia Anderson!
Bad Engagement L.D. Hall
Kate McLeod was desperate. Her younger
sister was having her first baby, her
younger brother was recently married,
and…she was single and lonesome. Kate, the
one everyone tried to set up with their
friend or cousin or coworker. Kate, the
oldest and pathetically unmarried sister.
Kate, the sad, single San Franciscan. But
this year she had a plan. She was going to
get herself engaged. A diamond ring on her
finger was the perfect way to get her
family to back off. And she had just the
perfect guy in mind.
This Is War Acadian Publishing Limited
love comes in many colors. this is a story
of breaking and healing, of forgiving but
not forgetting, of understanding and
balance. it is not only something to enjoy,
but something to learn from. here are the
things i did right, and the many things i
did wrong. i give them to you, so that when
love comes knocking, you will have a sense
of what to do when you open the door.
Explore the experience of six different
relationships in this moving collection
that dives into the highs and lows of love.
Shades of Lovers is a BookTok favorite, and
fans are saying "amazing", "beautiful",
"love it" and "a MUST READ for all poetry
lovers" Find Catarine's other book,
sometimes I fall asleep thinking about you
-- a story of heartbreak and finding
solace, even when it feels you won't ever
find it.
Der Werwolf: The Annals of Veight Volume 9
Entangled: Amara
‘Emotional, moving, funny, heartwarming - this
novel has got it all. Highly recommended!’
Samantha Tonge, author of The Winter We Met

What happens when love takes you to unexpected
places? Heather Douglas appears to have it
all. But living on a farm in the Scottish
Highlands with her partner, Rory Fraser, all
while bringing up their adorable toddler,
Harry, isn’t easy. As a former librarian,
Heather is worried that she’ll never fully fit
into life on Fraser Farm. And after the death
of her beloved mum eight years ago, Heather
feels lost, as well as guilty for holding back
accepting Rory’s marriage proposal because she
can’t imagine her wedding without her mother.
So when ex-boyfriend, Stewart, appears in the
village of Glendale, it’s a shock to the
system. The man who broke her heart years ago
now has big plans for the neighbouring farm
and wants Heather to be part of the
development. Knowing that she’s living a very
different life to the one they had planned at
university leaves Heather wondering if she has
made the right choices since she and Stewart
broke up. Especially when things start to go
very wrong on the farm ... This Christmas,
Heather will need to face her fears and let go
of the past or risk losing everything. She
will need love, faith, and a whole lot of
hope! Return to the beautiful Highlands
village of Glendale with the latest book in
the bestselling Glendale series – the perfect
cosy, uplifting, romantic read for fans of
Heidi Swain, Milly Johnson and Holly Martin.
Praise for Hopeful Hearts at Glendale Hall: 'A
delightful and heartwarming read. I really
enjoyed escaping to Glendale, and getting to
know the warm and varied characters.' Caroline
Roberts, author of The Cosy Teashop in the
Castle series and Rachel's Pudding Pantry ‘a
gorgeous feel-good story...I'm already looking
forward to the next one!’ Jessica Redland,
author of Finding Love at Hedgehog Hollow 'A
festive farmland treat with deep snow and even
deeper heart!' Isla Gordon, author of A Season
in the Snow ‘a magical setting, characters
that feel like family, and plenty of
drama...the best one yet in this enchanting

series’ Books of All Kinds ‘I absolutely loved
this book... beautifully written and a really
easy, feel good read and a perfect escape.’ A
Girl Who Loves to Read ‘A brilliantly written,
deliciously witty and highly moving tale...
sheer perfection from beginning to end!’ ?????
Bookish Jottings ‘a truly magical and
enchanting read. I absolutely loved it’ ?????
Little Miss Book Lover ‘read at any time when
you need something comforting and cosy and
want to escape from the world for a while.’
Book Lover Worm ‘If you’re looking for a
feelgood story to make you smile, then look no
further!’ Roberta Reads I’ve fallen in love
with this uplifting story and with the entire
town of Glendale...I wish the characters were
real!’ ????? ReadwithAbi ‘I’d love to move to
Glendale... I truly hope there will be more
books in the series because this is a
triumph!!! An easy ????? from me!’ Head in a
Book ‘This was a fun, heartfelt read which I
really enjoyed and would highly recommend it.’
Cheryl’s Bookworm Reads ‘totally captured my
heart and left me with a feeling of loss as I
reached the end.’ Love the Smell of a Book

One Hot Holiday Delesty Books
"Very entertaining. I highly recommend this
book to the permanent library of any reader
that appreciates a very well written
mystery, with some twists and an
intelligent plot. You will not be
disappointed. Excellent way to spend a cold
weekend!" --Books and Movie Reviews,
Roberto Mattos (regarding Murder in the
Manor) PERISHED BY A PAINTING (A LACEY
DOYLE COZY MYSTERY—BOOK 6) is book six in a
charming new cozy mystery series which
begins with MURDER IN THE MANOR (Book #1),
a #1 Bestseller with over 100 five-star
reviews—and a free download! Lacey Doyle,
39 years old and freshly divorced, has made
a drastic change: she has walked away from
the fast life of New York City and settled
down in the quaint English seaside town of
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Wilfordshire. Fall has arrived in
Wilfordshire, bringing with it Fall
festivals of food, charming holidays and
refreshing return to simple normalcy. To
celebrate their new proposal, Lacey and Tom
finally get a romantic countryside trip
together, and Lacey is thrilled to stumble
upon a rare painting in the most unexpected
place—a shack on the side of the road. But
Lacey has no idea how rare and valuable his
painting actually is. When she finds out
the shocking news, she grapples with
whether she should return it—when a
shocking twist and a dead body put her
right in the middle of a crime that she
must, with her beloved dog at her side,
solve—or else lose all that she has worked
for. SILENCED BY A SPELL (Book #7), FRAMED
BY A FORGERY (Book #8), and CATASTROPHE IN
A CLOISTER (Book #9) are also available!
To My Arrogant Boss Plume
Play hard ... Fight hard ... Love hard. The
time has come for Cameron, Jason, and Asher
to hang up their Rixon Raider jerseys and
head off to college with the girls they
love. But will their relationships stand
the test of college life, new friendships,
and most of all, football? *The Endgame Is
You is a Rixon Raiders Epilogue. It must be
read after the other books in the series.
?~ RIXON RAIDERS READING ORDER: RIXON
RAIDERS The Trouble With You The Game You
Play The Harder You Fall The Endgame Is
You: a Rixon Raider series epilogue RIXON
HIGH a next-generation series Blurred
Lines: A Rixon High Series Prequel (FREE)
Off-Limits Tragic Lies Reckless Games: a
Rixon High novella Ruined Hopes Broken Ties
Missed Notes (coming summer 2022)
The Widow Waltz J.S. Cooper
‘Blew my mind… so magically written and most of
all that it is based on true events… a hard-
hitting, soul-crushing book… I loved every moment

of it… immersive, heart-wrenching, I feel emotional
writing this review.’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars
Wanted: Company Daughters. Virtuous young ladies
to become the brides of industrious settlers in a
foreign land. The Company will pay the cost of the
lady’s dowry and travel. Returns not permitted,
orphans preferred. Amsterdam, 1620. Jana Beil has
learned that life rarely provides moments of joy.
Having run away from a violent father, her days
are spent searching for work in an effort to stay
out of the city brothels, where desperate women
trade their bodies for a mouthful of bread. But
when Jana is hired as a servant for the wealthy
and kind Master Reynst and his beautiful daughter
Sontje, Jana’s future begins to look brighter.
Then Master Reynst loses his fortune on a bad
investment, and everything changes. The house is
sold to creditors, leaving Jana back on the street
and Sontje without a future. With no other choice,
Jana and Sontje are forced to sign with the East
India Company as Company Daughters: sailing to a
colonial Dutch outpost to become the brides of
male settlers they know nothing about. With fear
in their hearts, the girls begin their journey –
but what awaits them on the other side of the
world is nothing like what they’ve been promised…
Based on true history, this is a gripping and
unputdownable historical novel, perfect for fans
of Girl with a Pearl Earring, The Miniaturist and
The Indigo Girl. WINNER OF THE 2021 GOLDEN CROWN
LITERARY SOCIETY AWARD FOR DEBUT FICTION. FINALIST
FOR THE 2021 BISEXUAL BOOK AWARDS. LONGLISTED FOR
THE 2021 HWA DEBUT CROWN AWARD. What readers are
saying about The Company Daughters: ‘Blew my mind…
a book I've told so many people about purely
because I'm still in disbelief that it exists,
that it's so magically written and most of all
that it is based on true events… a hard-hitting,
soul-crushing book of a woman's struggle to
survive… I loved every moment of it. Breathlessly,
and in a way that took up my entire brain…
immersive, heart-wrenching, and I feel emotional
writing this review.’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars
‘From the moment I started reading The Company
Daughters, I was captivated by this historical
tale. Although it does contain a love story, it's
not a romance…This was a gripping read.’ Goodreads
reviewer ‘This book is so stunningly tender and
beautiful, all mixed in with some seriously tragic

and heart-wrenching events… Rajaram is an extremely
skilled writer, and I love her writing style… The
themes of sisterhood and female love were so
present in this book and I found it very moving.’
Goodreads reviewer ‘I was enchanted by this book!
It’s a delightful read that will have your
emotions all over the place.’ Goodreads reviewer
‘I love historical fiction, and this book touched
on a topic and time I knew nearly nothing
about…There’s love, there’s loss, there’s
surviving, there’s thriving… It was a very
beautiful book.’ Goodreads reviewer ‘The Company
Daughters is a beautifully written love story… a
perfect example of the power of human will and the
endurance and hope that love can give a person.’
Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars ‘This book has a
beauty and grace to it. The author’s writing just
flows off the page, and although there are
struggles and upsets by the time you close the
book over you are filled with a warm glow.’
Goodreads reviewer ‘A powerful and insightful
read. I look forward to reading more historical
work by Samantha Rajaram!’ Goodreads reviewer
‘Heartbreaking… a moving book… vivid, with amazing
characters… This is a great read.’ Goodreads
reviewer

A Healthy Mouth for Your Baby Tule
Publishing
Eighteen-year-old Astrid Bjorklund has
always dreamed of becoming a doctor. She
had intended to study medicine in Chicago
or Grand Forks, but when a disaster wiped
out a major portion of her family's income,
Astrid stayed home instead, receiving hands-
on training from Dr. Elizabeth. Joshua
Landsverk left Blessing two years ago, but
he's never forgotten Astrid. Returning to
town, he seeks to court her. Astrid is
attracted to him, and when the opportunity
unexpectedly opens for her to go to Chicago
for medical training, she finds it
difficult to leave. Love blossoms through
their letters, but upon arriving back home,
she makes a heartbreaking discovery. Will
she have to give up love to pursue her
dream?
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